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80% Of Traffic Is Video…
Here’s How To Get It!

80% of traffic driven online today is driven through video.

So it’s clear… 

More Videos = More Traffic!

There are countless ways to create video, countless types of video to create and 
countless ways to use video in your marketing. Here are some examples…

• Drive buyer traffic to affiliate products or CPA offers…

• Make more eCommerce sales on Amazon, Shopify etc...

• Rank your videos in Google or get quality video links to boost your SEO…

• Drive more traffic to your website or blog…

• Get more leads into your product sales funnels…

• Build a social media following on Facebook & Instagram…

• Grow an audience on a YouTube channel…

• Use video to drive more clicks and engagement in Facebook Ads...

• Sell videos to Local and eCommerce businesses…

• Sell videos as a freelancer on Fiverr, Freelancer & Upwork...

And there’s plenty more… but which combination is the most powerful and effective at 
getting you what’s most important… TRAFFIC?

After analyzing 1,000+ videos it became clear one type of video stood out as being the 
most engaging, cost-effective and viable for the independent digital entrepreneur to use 
in their marketing, to drive traffic and sales… and I’ll reveal that in just a moment. 

I recently researched some of the most popular YouTube channels in the world and their
video content strategy. There are some important lessons to take from each… 

Read On...
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Lessons From The World’s Most
Successful Video Channels...

WWE (World Wrestling Entertainment)

NUMBER OF VIDEOS: 38,300+

AGE OF CHANNEL: 10 Years

AVERAGE VIDEOS PER YEAR: ~3,830 Videos per year

AVERAGE VIDEOS PER DAY: ~10-11 Videos per day

LESSON:

WWE is one of the world’s largest and best known entertainment brands. It relies 
heavily on content and publishes a huge amount every day. 

As one of the Top 10 YouTube channels in the world, this shows us the power of 
producing a massive amount of content.

DRAWBACK:

WWE is also a multi-billion dollar, publicly traded company with over 800 employees. It 
spends millions (if not more) on producing and marketing its content. 

This is unrealistic for our purpose. 

However, as you keep reading, you’ll see it’s not necessary either, to get results.
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PewDiePie

NUMBER OF VIDEOS: 3,600+

AGE OF CHANNEL: 8 Years

AVERAGE VIDEOS PER YEAR: ~450 Videos per year

AVERAGE VIDEOS PER DAY: ~1-2 Videos per day

LESSON:

PewDiePie is a Swedish YouTube celebrity known for essentially being the biggest 
individual YouTuber of all time. 

This shows the reach and potential a single person can have by using video content 
with a good, consistent strategy.

It also shows you can do it without a huge budget or global brand behind you.

DRAWBACK:

PewDiePie is an outlier and also relies heavily on his own personality. His videos are 
still time-intensive to create and their success rely on him personally. 

What we want is a proven formula anybody can use, without the creativity or time-
intensive editing it takes to create so much content. 

Keep reading and you’ll see how it’s done.
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5-Minute Crafts

NUMBER OF VIDEOS: 2,400+

AGE OF CHANNEL: 2 Years

AVERAGE VIDEOS PER YEAR: ~1,200 Videos per year

AVERAGE VIDEOS PER DAY: ~3-4 Videos per day

LESSON:

Simple, informational videos are hugely popular and have grown this channel to 
become one of the most subscribed channels on YouTube of all time. 

This content strategy is ideal for the independent digital entrepreneur. Each video drives
a few hundred to several tens of thousands of views.

With enough content, you’ll find some videos take off massively (go viral) and some 
drive a nice trickle of traffic, which altogether stacks and accumulates over time.

DRAWBACK:

Although simple in style and substance, these videos are still more time-intensive to 
create than is practical by yourself (even with a VA). 

They require human actors and quite a lot of editing. This is still impractical for our 
purpose, when we want to create a large number of videos, consistently.

Keep reading and you’ll find the solution.
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The Key To Massive Video Traffic &
The Severe Problem You Face...

The Key To Massive Video Traffic...

After Analyzing The Most Successful Video Channels The Conclusion Is This:

• You have to create a lot of content (around 5 or more videos per day)

• The content should be high quality, simple & engaging (follow a proven formula)

• It shouldn’t take you very long to create (as little creativity & editing as possible)

The Severe Problem...
Right now, there aren’t any tools on the market that’ll let you achieve a high output of 
quality, engaging videos. While there are some awesome tools and software out there, 
we run into one or ma of the same issues.

Other Tools Either:

✗ Require a lot of editing work, increasing the time to create each video…

✗ Have endless options leading to confusion, so each takes more time…

✗ Rely heavily on your own creativity every time, which isn’t always available…

✗ Are difficult and complicated to use, so you can’t scale straight away...

✗ Produce lower quality videos people won’t want to watch…

✗ Require skill, experience and talent, which is built up over years…

✗ Are simply too expensive to get started with…

In short, the quality of each video is left up to your personal skills and experience, while 
also taking to much time and effort to produce the quality AND quantity we need… 
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How To Create 1,800+ High Quality
Videos In 30-60 Minutes Per Day...

We’ve recently invented a new, fully automated, video creation software, which is going 
to change video marketing. 

This New Video Creation Software:

✔ Lets You Create High Quality Videos In 3 Minutes…

✔ Is 100% Automated…

✔ Requires ZERO Editing…

✔ Uses A “Proven To Engage” Format…

✔ Only Needs You To Fill In A Simple Form...

✔ Lets You Add Engaging Voiceover With A Single Click…

✔ Automatically Publishes To YouTube & Vimeo…

This forever solves the issues of quality, creativity and editing so you can create literally 
hundreds of quality, engaging videos with minimal effort. Only about 3 minutes each.

1,800+ Videos In 30-60 Minutes Per Day
When each video takes just 3 minutes effort to create… 

If you put in just 30-60 minutes per day into using this software, you can easily create 
and publish a minimum of 5 videos daily. 

By this time next year you’ll have 1,800+ videos out there working for you. 

Because it’s all automated, you’ll never have to do any editing. 

Because it follows a proven formula, you don’t have to rely on your creativity. 

And because it works for any website, business or offer, in any niche… there’s no limit 
to where, or how much you can use it.
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1,800 Video Traffic Breakdown...

A study conducted in 2015 by video insights and analytics company “Tubular Insights” 
provides a breakdown of average view count, per video, in various categories.

 How-to and Style = 8,332 views/video average

 People and Blogs = 2,354 views/video average

 Entertainment = 9,816 views/video average

 Gaming = 3,050 views/video average

 Education = 4,872 views/video average

 Autos and Vehicles = 5,673 views/video average

 Travel and Events = 3,070 views/video average

 Pets and Animals = 6,542 views/video average

 Science and Tech = 6,638 views/video average

 TOTAL AVERAGE = 5,592 views/video average

While we can safely assume not everybody optimizes and markets their videos as well 
as we can, let’s be conservative and say... 

If each of your videos gained only 1,000 views...

1,800 Videos x 1,000 Views = 1,800,000 Views Total

(We’re also ignoring how a few videos may well go viral and generate many more than 
average...)

With 1,800,000 views, there is a lot of opportunity to profit… and this is all without 
the time and expense of creating videos the way virtually everybody else does.
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5 Quick Video Profit Ideas...

There are plenty of ways to monetize your videos, and not all are created equal. Here’s 
a list of our go-to monetization methods. 

$ - Google AdSense – The most hands-off way of monetizing your traffic, sign 
up for AdSense and you’ll be paid passively for each 1,000 views you get on 
YouTube.

$$ - Affiliate Marketing – There are countless offers out there for you to 
promote, whether through a CPA network, Clickbank, JVZoo or Amazon (for 
example) and you can target your videos around a certain offer to increase 
conversions too.

$$$ - Freelance Video Creation – When you can create an effective, high 
quality video (especially when you add voiceover) it becomes a simple task to 
create compelling videos and video ads for others, which you can then sell on 
sites like Fiverr, Freelancer & Upwork.
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$$$$ - Your Own Products – Use these videos to drive 
targeted traffic to your product sales page, or your own 
marketing funnels and take home the whole sale price, while
ideally building a list at the same time.

$$$$$ - Sell To Other Businesses – Our personal favorite, 
this is how to make  the highest profits for the least amount 
of effort, while generating recurring revenue streams worth 
thousands per year.

No matter how you choose to profit from your videos…

You should remember ONE important thing… 

More Videos = More Traffic!

&

More Traffic = More Sales! 

If you want to know how to generate more traffic and profit with video, while
automating the process… Read The Special Announcement on the next page...
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT...

We’re Launching Our Brand New 
Automated Video Creation Software… VidBullet.

It’s the world’s first and fastest fully automated video creation software, requiring 
ZERO editing, letting you create high quality, engaging videos in 3 minutes. This is the 
key to scaling massively with video, driving more traffic and profits with minimum effort. 

It delivers all the benefits of modern day video marketing… 

… and eliminates all the headaches

You simply select one of the proven templates (sample on the next page), 
fill in a simple form and the VidBullet software takes care of the rest.
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A Selection Of VidBullet Templates Proven To Engage & Get Results...
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